
Why Lexis+  Hong Kong?

Lexis+  Hong Kong:
Your AI-powered legal research master

 Combining advanced AI technologies, i.e. GPT3.5, machine
learning, large language models and more, into LexisNexis' legal
analytical, research and drafting solutions, Lexis+  Hong Kong is
your best-in-class legal research platform that delivers accurate
and relevant results within minutes, saving hours of your
valuable time that would otherwise spent on complicated legal
tasks.

Lexis+  Hong Kong
integrates AI and GPT-

powered technologies to
enhance search results,

providing you with the most
relevant results instantly

from our resourceful library
containing millions of
carefully curated legal

content.

With Lexis+  Hong Kong,
you can accomplish your

legal tasks quickly and
efficiently. You can obtain

data-driven analytical results,
find reference documents,

proofread your clauses, and
more—all in just a matter of

minutes.

Introducing a brand new and
modern interface, Lexis+ 
 Hong Kong allows you to
customise your homepage

by pinning your favourite or
recently viewed publications,

and rearranging them
according to your preference

and research habits. 

Switching between
platforms in LexisNexis

solutions has never been
easier. With Lexis+   Hong

Kong, you can enjoy a
seamless legal research and
drafting journey by jumping

between all analytical,
research and drafting tools

on one single platform.

10%
Users of Lexis+  reveal that their
efficiency has been improved by at least 

^According to Lexis+  UK Survey

Faster. Smarter. Easier.
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Your legal research
journey with
Lexis+  Hong Kong

Lexis+  Hong Kong embeds AI into its search
bar so you can quickly obtain answers to your
legal questions and citable authorities without
having to read through lengthy documents. 

With GPT technology at its core, Lexis+ 
Hong Kong intelligently synthesises your
search results and delivers concise summaries
of relevant cases. 

Harness the power of AI to uncover hidden
legal issues, get suggested relevant legal
issues and predict your case outcome based
on historical case law data. 
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Lexis Answers

Case Target

Providing instant case-to-case recommendations
based on similar legal issues, Lexis+  Hong Kong
enriches your legal research experience. 

Case Recommendation

Supporting both Boolean and Natural Language
Search, now you can search across content via its
innovative interface designed to quickly surface
relevant results.

Search Tree and Search Within Filters

Key features

Find the latest, related and accurate
legislation, case law and commentary
materials for your legal arguments or
document drafting.

Navigate the complicated legal workflow
across 9 different practice areas and get
access to legal drafting precedents and forms
to draft with ease. 

Practical Guidance

Perfect your outputs with the power of AI.
Analyse your legal document drafts and
refine them with AI-recommended clauses.

Lexis  Analytics

Legal Research

Clause Intelligence

LexisNexis Legal & Professional is a leading global provider of legal, regulatory and business information and
analytics that help customers increase productivity, improve decision-making and outcomes, and advance the
rule of law around the world. As a digital pioneer, the company was the first to bring legal and business
information online with its Lexis  and Nexis  services. LexisNexis Legal & Professional, which serves customers in
more than 150 countries with 11,300 employees worldwide, is part of RELX, a global provider of information-
based analytics and decision tools for professional and business customers.

CONTACT YOUR ACCOUNT MANAGER FOR MORE INFORMATION

      +852 2179 7888        marketing.hk@lexisnexis.com        www.lexisnexis.com.hk/lexisplushk 
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